
Slot.It is definitely gearing up for 2022! First off the factory 
was the Ford        GT40. Next will be this beautiful Jaguar 
XJ10    wearing the classic Castrol livery.  
      This Group C car will join  
     the ranks of other 
         Jaguars  
              from 

Slot.It, 
alongside other        
models such as Porsche, 
Nissan, Toyota, Lancia & 
Mazda race cars. We can’t wait!

Newsletter
Welcome to the InTrigg Newsletter. In this issue we look at what RevoSlot & other manufacturers will be giving us 

in the next 2 quarters & some electronics recommendations. If you have any comments, please email us. 
Follow & read our full newsletters to discover periodic promotions & updates.

The RevoSlot oven is working overtime, giving us tray after tray of goodies! After the success of the McLaren F1 GTRs (sold 
out within 2 months of launch), we are now anticipating the FINA cars! One of my favourite liveries - Rothmans, will see its 
debut on a RevoSlot 911 GT2 (finally!). Until now, only a recent Gulf-liveried version Marcos has caught my eye. What 
RevoSlot has done is absolutely brilliant - slapping on M&Ms graphics on the race car! The bright colours will definitely bring 
delight to all! Needless to say the twin car sets of all these models will definitely look great on any collector’s shelves!
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   For the uninitiated: if you have not tasted slot   
        car racing, here’s where your journey begins! 
        Policar race tracks are widely preferred by   
    both beginners & enthusiasts alike! With a wide        
          range of track accessories, Policar tracks look the 
part. A unique textured surface provides unrivalled grip for both 
magnet & non-magnet racing. Pick up a set now & let your racing 
dreams begin! Let us help design a bespoke circuit for your home 
or office. Contact us now to find out more!

We are proud to bring you ProfessorMotor 
electronic controllers - 100% compatible 
with Policar’s Powerbase. Reduce your 
track times with improved throttle feel. 
Featuring optional brake adjustment for 
better control of your slot car. Available 
in various colours too! Coming soon!

Rejoice to Scalextric ARC owners! 
Upgrade your current controllers to 
the programmable Slot.It SCP3 now! 
Using magnetic sensors to regulate 
voltage rather than contact sliders 
makes the SCP3 maintenance-free! 
Throttle sensitivity & responses have 
been greatly improved too! The 
SCP3 also features “traction control”, 
throttle sensitivity & brake-effect 
adjustments. All the parameters can 
be changed on the fly without having 
to pause/stop the system. Switch 
now to Slot.It controllers & feel the 
difference! Beat all your 
competitors to the chequered flag 
& set unbeatable lap times 
with Slot.It controllers today!

Choose Slot.It digital chips 
for your Scalextric digital 
system today! If you run 
aftermarket slot cars with 
powerful motors, Slot.It’s 
SP15b/c is the only chip to 
use. It allows high current 
draw without damaging the 
 chip. It also has a  
   built-in connector 
for compatible light kits.

🙋

The NSR Porsche 908/3 is applauded by many around 
the globe for its great performance - this iteration is 
no exception. The appearance: debatable. Since its 
launch the 908/3 has not been blessed with proper 
headlamps: though not all actual race cars have 
them. For those that do, NSR “tampos” them on 
instead. Hopefully we will get an optional body with 
the light clusters in time, while maintaining its 
exceptional performance!
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